ActivityInfo for Shelter activities reporting and partners coordination

Shelter and NFI Cluster Online Dashboard Iraq - Visit the Dashboard.
Why?

- Get started quickly with a system that is quick to deploy and easy to learn: no installations, servers or technical consultants needed.
- Support for fast and flexible procurement to start using the software from the first day.
- Improve reporting coordination for 4/5W and get consistent data of high quality by and for donors, implementing partners and agencies.
- Secure system based on best practices, trusted by the UN, INGOS and NGOs worldwide.
- Supported by a team with 10+ years of experience in information management systems.

What?

- Real-time overview of data as it comes
- Advanced control on users and data
- Offline, online, mobile and desktop data collection
- Powerful API & integrations
- Built-in tools for consistent reporting (importer, geodatabase, locks & rules)

Examples of ActivityInfo use

**Shelter settlement & NFI in Uganda:** "How UNHCR in the East, Horn of Africa and the Great Lakes serves diverse reporting needs with a unified platform". Read the [Case Study](#) or browse [3W reports, dashboards and factsheets](#).

**Shelter and NFI in Libya:** Explore the [dynamic dashboard](#).

**Shelter, NFI, CCCM in Yemen:** Read the [Information Management Strategy](#).

Procurement & next steps

Thanks to the **Global Framework Agreement between UNHCR and ActivityInfo**, all UNHCR offices can directly raise a Purchase Order for a customized Subscription Plan to ActivityInfo. This secures the approval of the UNHCR Headquarters and makes the procurement process simpler and quicker. We are happy to extend the same terms of the Frame Agreement to the UN Secretariat and to UN Technical Agencies. In most cases, other UN Agencies can use the terms of Frame Agreement to procure ActivityInfo through a streamlined process.

[Contact us for more information or a demo](#) or [try the platform with a Free Trial](#)!